An algorithm for finding a large feasible n-dimensional interval for constrained global optimization is presented. The n-dimensional interval is iteratively enlarged about a seed point while maintaining feasibility. An interval subdivision method may be used to check feasibility of the growing box. The resultant feasible interval is constrained to lie within a given level set, thus ensuring it is close to the optimum.
Introduction

Problem setting
Consider the nonlinear optimization problem (P) minimize f (x) subject to g j (x) ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , m, where f (x) : IR n → IR and the constraint functions g j (x) : IR n → IR are continuous nonlinear functions, and n is the dimension of the problem. Let us denote the set of feasible points by A, that is A := {x ∈ IR n : g j (x) ≤ 0 for each j = 1, 2, . . . , m}. Also let x * be an optimal solution for problem (P). It may happen that the optimal solution x * , or an approximation of it, is known, yet this result is not suitable for practical use. For example, consider an engineering design problem which is formulated as a constrained global optimization problem, see for example [8] , [12] and [17] . It is possible that the optimal design cannot be reproduced exactly with current manufacturing processes, thus each variable has a specific manufacturing tolerance, δ > 0. Since the optimal solution x * may be on one or more active constraints, then the n-dimensional interval [x * i − δ, x * i + δ] for i = 1, 2, . . . , n is not feasible. From a practical point of view, it is preferable to find a feasible suboptimal box instead of a single optimal point. Thus we seek a feasible n-dimensional interval X * for which g j (x) ≤ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , m, for all x ∈ X * . It is also desirable to have this feasible box as close to the optimum as possible. Thus we also impose the constraint f (x) ≤ f (x * ) + ε for some ε > 0 for all x ∈ X * . Such an interval would also reflect the sensitivity of the objective function [3, 7, 14] because the size of the feasible box may vary as ε varies.
We restate our problem: find an n-dimensional interval X * such that for all x ∈ X * f (x) ≤ f ε ≡ f (x * ) + ε, and (1) g j (x) ≤ 0 for j = 1, 2 . . . , m.
Methods discussed in earlier papers [4, 5, 6 ] study similar problems. In [4, 5] an interval method was introduced to find a bounding interval of the level set of an unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem. The algorithm converges to the smallest n-dimensional interval containing the specified level set. Another technique [6] locates the boundary of a level set in a given direction. Kearfott discussed an interval branch and bound method for bound constrained global optimization [10] . In a recent study [16] the solution of a difficult nonlinear optimization problem (in an alternate form) was reported by using a customized interval subdivision scheme. These methods provide a guaranteed reliable solution, although they are computationally tractable. They are based on inclusion functions and interval arithmetic, which will be reviewed next.
Inclusion functions and interval arithmetic
Inclusion functions [1, 15] offer a theoretically reliable and computationally tractable means of locating a feasible suboptimal interval. An inclusion function provides more information over an interval than could be conveyed with independent real function evaluations. The inclusion function gives upper and lower bounds on the objective function over the specified interval. We next discuss background and notation for inclusion functions and interval arithmetic.
Let f (x) : IR n → IR be a continuous function. The set of compact real intervals (pairs of reals a and b such that a ≤ b) is denoted by I and the set of n-dimensional compact intervals is denoted as I
n . An n-dimensional interval X ∈ I n is a parallelepiped with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. In this text X will usually be referred to as a box. The range of f (x) over an n-dimensional interval X is denoted as f (X) and defined as
The function F (X) :
For an n-dimensional interval X ∈ I n the width is defined as the maximum length of the edge of the box, that is
where X i is the i-th coordinate interval of X. We assume that all inclusion functions mentioned are isotone, which means, if F : I n → I is an inclusion function then
for all X, Y ∈ I n . An inclusion function F (X) is said to be of order α > 0 if there is a real constant c such that
n . Finding the range for a function over an n-dimensional interval has in general the same complexity as the original optimization problem, because we have to find the extreme values of the function over the interval. By using interval arithmetic it is possible to find bounds on the function values more efficiently. The interval operations can be carried out using only real operations. For example, interval addition is defined as:
If outside rounding is also applied, then the calculated resulting interval contains every real number that can be a result of the given function on real numbers inside the original intervals. For example, the function f (x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 + x 2 is continuous and f (x) :
which gives precisely the range of f (x). The technique of producing an inclusion function by substituting the real variables and operations by their interval equivalent is called natural interval extension [1, 15] .
Many programming languages are now available that support interval datatypes with the corresponding operations and intrinsic functions [2, 9, 11, 13] . These programming environments provide a convenient access to inclusion functions (with automatic outside rounding), but one can also simulate interval operations and functions by subroutines in any algorithmic language. We used the natural interval extension to calculate the inclusion functions. For more information about inclusion functions and interval arithmetic, see [1, 15] .
2 The algorithm and its convergence
The algorithm
The algorithm iteratively grows a box about a given seed point. A seed point x seed , which lies interior to the region of feasibility and in the ε-level set must be provided to start the algorithm. Thus the seed point, x seed , must satisfy the following conditions:
This will imply that there exists a feasible box with a positive volume containing the seed point. It is possible to construct nonlinear optimization problems for which no proper seed point exists which satisfies (3) and (4) . In such cases the search for feasible suboptimal boxes also makes no sense. Seed points can be obtained in several ways. One way is to find an approximation of x * , and if it is interior to the feasible region, use it as x seed . If it lies on an active constraint, search along the normal of the active constraint to generate x seed . Another way is to sample randomly (a normal distribution may be appropriate) around the optimal point until a feasible interior point is found. This may be used as x seed . A slight variation would be to sample according to a uniform distribution in the interval hull of the feasible region intersected with the ε-level set. The first feasible point with objective function value less than f ε would be used as x seed . We will call an interval X a feasible interval around x seed , if x seed ∈ X and equations (1) and (2) are satisfied for all x ∈ X. An interval will be called maximal regarding x seed , if it is a feasible interval around x seed , and there is no other feasible interval that contains it. Note that there may exist many maximal feasible boxes around a seed point. Also note that two different seed points may be contained in the same maximal feasible box.
It may appear disturbing that there is not a unique relationship between x seed and a maximal feasible box around x seed . For an example, suppose the set of feasible points with objective function values less than or equal to f ε is an ellipse. Suppose x seed is interior to the ellipse. Then there is an infinite number of feasible boxes around x seed which do not contain one another (see Figure 1) . At some point, it may be interesting to find the maximal feasible box around x seed that has the largest volume. However at this point the algorithm does not find the largest volume box around a seed point, but simply a maximal feasible box. In our application to manufacturing tolerances this is not a disadvantage. It is more desirable to compare tradeoffs between coordinate lengths of various maximal boxes, than it is to know the box with largest volume, as this has no meaning for the application.
We call an interval Y strongly feasible, if f (y) < f ε , and g j (y) < 0 for all y ∈ Y (j = 1, 2, . . . , m). The main algorithm discussed in this paper is presented below. The algorithm uses parameters d(i, 1) and d(i, 2) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and η, which are set at the beginning to positive reals. To start, d(i, 1) and d(i, 2) must be larger than η. The stopping criterion indicates that the algorithm should stop increasing the size of the actual box X, when the change along each coordinate is less than the threshold η in all directions.
Main algorithm
Step 0 Initialize interval vector
], and d(i, j) ≥ η > 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2.
Step 1 For i = 1 to n do:
Step 2 Set Y j = X j for j = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = i, and
Step 3 Use the checking routine to check whether f (y) < f ε and g j (y) < 0 (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) for each y ∈ Y . If the answer is yes, then set
, where Z is the interval passed back by the checking routine as not strongly feasible.
Step 4 Set Y j = X j for j = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = i, and
Step 5 Use the checking routine to check whether f (y) < f ε and g j (y) < 0 (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) for each y ∈ Y . If the answer is yes, then set
Step 6 End of i-loop
Step 7 Stopping criterion: if the number of inclusion function calls is less than 100,000, and there is an i = 1, 2, . . . , n such that either
Step 8 Print X, and STOP.
The core of the algorithm is the checking procedure called in Steps 3 and 5. This is a version of the interval subdivision method modified to check whether the actual box Y lies entirely in the region satisfying equations (1) and (2) . The parameter θ is set to a small positive real value. The relation d(i, j) ≥ θ must hold, or else the interval Y will always be rejected in Step 1. The checking procedure is in detail:
Checking routine
Step 0 Initialize the list L to be empty.
Step 1 If the width of Y is less than θ, then go to Step 7.
Step 2 Evaluate the inclusion functions F (Y ) and G j (Y ) for each j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Step
Step 5.
Step 4 If the list L is empty, then go to Step 6, else put the last item of the list L into Y , delete this item from the list, and go to Step 1.
Step 5 Subdivide Y into subintervals U and V , set Y = U , put V into the list L as the last member, and go to Step 1. The subdivision should be made, such that the largest side of Y is halved.
Step 6 RETURN that the checked interval was strongly feasible.
Step 7 RETURN Z = Y , and that the checked interval was not strongly feasible.
If the checking routine indicates, that the checked interval is not strongly feasible, this means more precisely that a very small not strongly feasible subinterval was found. By properly setting θ, the place where the strong feasibility is violated can be located.
Convergence results
In this section the convergence properties of the algorithm introduced are investigated to provide theoretical background for the numerical implementations. First the checking routine is studied.
Lemma 1 1. If the checking routine accepts an interval Y as strongly feasible, then f (x) < f ε , and g j (x) < 0 for each x ∈ Y , and j = 1, 2, . . . , m. 
If one of the conditions max F (X) < f ε or max G j (X) < 0 was violated for an actual interval X, then X had to be divided. In this way only subintervals of X can appear in the final set of covering intervals Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y p , and not X itself. No point of X can be lost however during the subdivision procedure, since the union of the actual interval and the intervals on the list is decreased only in Step 4 after finding the actual interval strongly feasible.
Consequently, for every x ∈ Y there exists a
The proof follows immediately from the subdivision procedure in the checking routine.
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Notice that only the inclusion property of F and G j was utilised in the proof of Lemma 1, and no further requirement (like isotonicity or convergence order of the inclusion functions involved) was necessary.
Lemma 2 Assume that
for all j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
1. If f (x) < f ε and g j (x) < 0 for every x ∈ Y and j = 1, 2, . . . , m, then there exists a threshold value θ T > 0 such that for all θ: 0 < θ < θ T the checking routine stops after a finite number of iteration steps and it states that Y is strongly feasible.
2. If θ > 0 and there is a point x ∈ Y such that f (x) ≥ f ε or g j (x) ≥ 0 for any j = 1, 2, . . . , m, then the checking routine will stop after a finite number of iteration steps and it states that Y is not strongly feasible.
Proof. 1. Assume that the checking routine does not stop in a finite number of steps. Then there must be an infinite embedded subsequence X k , k = 1, 2, . . . of generated intervals inside Y . Denote the condensation point of the subsequence by x. The assumed properties (5) and (6) imply that lim
, which is less than f ε . Similarly lim ∞ k=1 max G j (X k ) is equal to g j (x) < 0 for each j = 1, 2, . . . , m. These facts, however, contradict the infinity of the sequence, since each member of it should have been generated in Step 5 of the checking routine after finding them not strongly feasible in Step 3. Consequently, there exists a finite set of strongly feasible boxes covering Y . With θ T equal to the smallest width of the boxes, the statement is proven.
2. We prove only the case when f (x) ≥ f ε for an x ∈ Y . The proof is similar when g j (x) ≥ 0 for any j = 1, 2, . . . , m. The inclusion property ensures that max F (X) ≥ f ε for all intervals X for which x ∈ X. The conditions in Step 3 of the checking routine are then fulfilled for all intervals containing x, and those intervals are then subdivided in Step 5. The interval Y cannot be covered by a finite number of strongly feasible subintervals (cf. Lemma 1), and hence the width of the actual subinterval would converge to zero. This procedure is terminated when the width of the actual interval becomes less than θ, and the interval Y is announced to be not strongly feasible.
Notice that Lemma 2 ensures that a not strongly feasible interval Y will always be detected in a finite number of steps. However, it is possible that a strongly feasible interval will be mistaken as not strongly feasible if θ is too large. Thus it is important that θ be chosen with care. Consider, again, a fixed constrained nonlinear optimization problem as given in section 1.1. Denote the result box calculated with the algorithm parameters θ and η by X * θ,η , and the level set belonging to the function value f ε by S fε . The following theorems characterize the convergence properties of our algorithm:
Theorem 1 If the set S fε ∩ A is bounded, the seed point x seed fulfils the conditions (3) and (4), d(i, j) > 0, and the properties (5) and (6) hold for the inclusion functions F (X) and G(X), then there exist threshold values θ T > 0 and η T > 0 such that for all θ: 0 < θ < θ T and η: 0 < η < η T 1. the algorithm stops after a finite number of steps, 2. the result box X * θ,η has a positive measure, and 3. the result interval X * θ,η is strongly feasible, X * θ,η ⊂ S fε ∩ A. Proof. 1. The number of checking routine iteration steps is determined by Lemma 2 stating that with sufficiently small positive θ and η parameters, a finite number of iteration steps are needed to decide the strong feasibility of a given interval. The question remains then whether the checking routine is called only a finite number of times to fulfil the stopping conditions of the main algorithm. The actual interval X of the main algorithm grows monotonically, the step sizes d(i, 1), d(i, 2) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) decrease monotonically, and at each iteration at least one step size has to be greater then η to continue the procedure. On the other hand, there exists a bounding box X max for the bounded set S fε ∩ A. This interval contains all the actual boxes of our algorithm: X ⊆ X max . Hence the number of iterations of the main algorithm in which the actual box X grows must be finite (at most 2n max i w(|X max i − x seed i |)/η). This fact implies that the number of checking routine calls in which the subinterval is found to be strongly feasible (accepting calls) have to be finite. Now the number of rejecting calls (which indicated the given subinterval was not strongly feasible) of the checking routine must also be shown to be finite. After each rejecting call, the stepsize is decreased to at most the half of its previous value. The stepsize can only be decreased in a finite number of times, because it must remain greater than the algorithm parameter η. Hence the number of accepting and rejecting calls of the checking routine, and thus also the number of objective and constraint function evaluations, must be finite.
2. Assume that the result box X of our algorithm is of zero measure. Then, at least in the direction of one coordinate axis, the width of X must be zero. Let this direction be the one parallel to the x k coordinate axis. Now the result box X is also strongly feasible, because the seed point x seed and all intermediate intervals added to form X, are strongly feasible. Due to the continuity of the functions f (x) and g j (x) (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) there exists a positive number c such that the intervals X = (X 1 , . . . , [min X k − c, min X k ], . . . , X n ) and X = (X 1 , . . . , [max X k , max X k + c], . . . , X n ) are both strongly feasible. According to Lemma 2, both intervals X and X are accepted as strongly feasible by the checking routine with a sufficiently small positive parameter θ. Hence, with parameter 0 < η < c, the result interval has a positive width in the direction of the x k coordinate axis. This conveys the proof of the positive measure of the result interval.
3. The result interval X * θ,η contains a finite number of subintervals accepted by the checking routine. Thus, according to Lemma 1, X * θ,η must be strongly feasible.
Notice that the strong feasibility of the accepted intervals was utilised only in proving the positive volume of the result intervals. With the exception of this, the convergence results remain valid if the checking routine accepts feasible intervals. Theorem 2 describes the limit of the result boxes when the algorithm parameters θ and η are equal and converge together to zero.
Theorem 2 If the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled, then the limiting interval X * = lim θ→0 X * θ,θ exists, and X * is maximal in the sense that for every box X the relations X * ⊆ X and X ⊆ S fε ∩ A imply X = X * .
Proof. The boundedness of the intervals X * θ,η and the monotonicity X * θ ,η ⊆ X * θ ,η if θ > θ > 0 and η > η > 0 imply the existence of the limiting interval X * . Assume that there exists an interval X such that X * ⊂ X and X ⊆ S fε ∩ A. Then min X i < min X * i or max X * i < max X i must be true for an i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For both cases, there exists an interval Y such that X * ∩ Y is a side of X * , Y ⊂ X , and Y is of positive measure. Lemma 2 ensures that there exists a positive θ T such that for every positive θ < θ T the box Y and all of its subintervals are accepted as strongly feasible. Thus with η T = min i w(Y i ), and a θ that approaches zero, the algorithm accepts Y , which is contradictory.
The limiting interval X * is not necessarily strongly feasible. For example, if S fε ∩ A is an n-dimensional interval, then this may be a limiting interval of a sequence of strongly feasible result intervals.
Theorem 1 suggests that for a problem satisfying its conditions, sufficiently small positive θ and η values ensure a positive measure result interval in a finite number of iteration steps, i.e. after a finite number of objective and constraint function calls. Theorem 2 gives the basis that with θ and η values close to the machine precision one may obtain a closely maximal result box. It has to be stressed that beyond the given algorithm many others can be given for the same problem, and that it is a very difficult problem to find a maximal volume feasible interval (equivalent to a global optimization problem cf. [5] ). In general, the location of a maximal volume feasible interval can only be solved with a certain kind of backtracking.
Numerical testing and examples
Consider the following simple constrained quadratic problem to illustrate how the algorithm discussed above proceeds. Let
2 − 18, and
The set of feasible points A is now the circle C 1 with center at (3, 3) and with a radius of 3 √ 2 with the exceptions of the points of the circle C 2 with center (2, 2), and radius 1. The only global optimal point is at the origin, and the optimal function value is f * = f (0, 0) = 0. The level sets S fε are circles around the origin with radii of √ f ε , respectively. The constraint g 1 (x) ≤ 0 is active at the global minimum, and its normal is parallel to the line
The inclusion functions are generated by natural interval extension:
The capital letters denote again intervals with the subscript indicating coordinate direction. These inclusion functions are exact in the sense that the so-called excess width (defined by w(F (X))−w(f(X))) is zero for every argument interval. It is unfortunately not typical for interval calculations, yet it makes the demonstration of the working of the algorithm more transparent.
Assuming exact arithmetic
Set the seed point to x seed = (0.5, 0.5) T . The conditions (3) and (4) are now fulfilled for each f ε > 0.5:
Choose the algorithm parameters d(i, 1) = d(i, 2) = 0.1 for i = 1, 2 and η = 0.01. For f ε = 2.0 the intersection set of feasible points and the level set S fε is the intersection of the circles with centres (0, 0) and (3, 3) , and with radii √ 2 and 3 √ 2, respectively. It is a convex set, and the maximal volume inscribed box is X * T . The sequence of actual intervals is as follows:
The interval X was obtained after 48 inclusion function evaluations. The calculation of inclusion functions involves on the average two times more computation than the corresponding real functions do. Until this point was reached, the checking routine accepted all the extension intervals Y immediately, without subdivision. Thus the value of the algorithm parameter θ had no effect on this part of the result. T . With further calculations this actual interval may be refined to obtain a maximal box X * . We have a computational proof that each point x of the actual boxes and the result interval is feasible, and f (x) < f ε .
Computer implementation with outside rounding
The main difference between the results of section 3. Table 1 contains details of the results on the numerical test that examines how the place of the seed point affects the result box constructed by the program. In the following, we use only one initial value for all d(i, j) step sizes (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2). All of the problem and algorithm parameters were constant during this test (d(i, j) = 0.1 for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, η = 0.0001 and θ = 0.0001), only x seed and f ε was changed. The latter was 2.0 for the first 7 lines and 72.0 for the last three. For the problem specified by f ε = 2.0, the maximal volume feasible box is X * = [0.0, 1.0] 2 . The result interval calculated by the program is denoted by X res , and vol(X res ) is its volume. The latter is found close to one (it is, of course, not greater than vol(X * ) = 1). NFE stands for the number of function (F (X) and G j (X) for j = 1, 2, . . . , m) evaluations.
The test results presented in Table 1 suggest that the seed point may be chosen close to the normal of the active constraint at x * , even if it is outside of X * . It is interesting that the center of the maximal volume inscribed box is not an optimal seed point. It also worth mentioning that in the first 7 lines (where S fε ∩ A is symmetric for the x 1 = x 2 line) the first component of the result interval is always wider than the second one. The explanation for it is that the actual interval is always enlarged first along the first coordinate direction. Two result boxes are shown on Figure 2 together with the constraint functions and the corresponding levels.
The algorithm stops if each subinterval to be checked is thinner than η in the actual direction. A small η may ensure that the growing of the Table 2 . The effects of algorithm parameters η and θ on the volume of the result box and on the number of function evaluations. actual box is not stopped too early when further increase is still possible. The procedure parameter θ gives the width of the interval that should be regarded as hopeless for further subdivision. A smaller θ means more function evaluations, but also the recognition of a not strongly feasible subinterval will be more reliable. Thus both η and θ help determine when the algorithm stops. Table 2 shows the combined effect of these parameters on the volume of the result box and the number of function evaluations required. The problem setting was the same as in Table 1 (f ε = 2.0), except the seed point was always x seed = (0.5, 0.5) T . As it can be seen in Table 2 , the total number of function evaluations NFE is growing only slightly with the decrease of θ. This phenomenon is in a nice accordance with the findings of [6] . No θ ≥ 0.1 value was studied, since then no increase of the initial box can be achieved (cf. the comments after the checking routine). Similarly, a setting η > 0.1 does not make sense, since then the algorithm stops after the first iteration regardless of the given problem. According to the test results comprised in Table 2 , the algorithm parameters should be set to small values ensuring relatively large result boxes at moderate computational costs. Table 3 shows the results of the numerical test that examines how the algorithm parameter d(i, j) affects the result box constructed by the program and the number of function evaluations. All other problem and algorithm parameters (f ε = 2.0, x seed = (0.5, 0.5) T , η = 10 −6 and θ = 10 −6 ) were the same for the runs of this test.
According to the test results presented in Table 3 , the choosing of the initial step size has a major impact on the volume of the result box, andat least in this particular case -the maximal volume feasible box can well be approximated with a suitable d(i, j). In a practical problem, however, it may be difficult to set the initial step size to obtain a large result box efficiently.
For practical problems, our method is used with given approximations of the global minimum and the global minimum point. Table 4 shows some sample runs demonstrating the results of the algorithm when multiple levels are used to highlight the relation between f ε and the tolerances. The seed points were simply chosen as feasible points along the normal to the active constraint. The initial step sizes were set to about two orders of magnitude smaller than the anticipated width of S fε ∩ A in every direction.
For f ε = 100.0 and f ε = 10.0 the respective feasibility sets (S fε ∩ A) are not convex. The growing of the actual box is stopped only by the constraints G j (X) ≤ 0 (j = 1, 2) and not by F (X) ≤ f ε . This is why the first two rows in Table 4 give the same results. Otherwise the result set seemingly approximates the global minimum point x * as f ε approximates the global minimum f * . There is an obvious trade-off between the degree of suboptimality characterized by the level f ε and the parameter tolerances (the width of the result intervals). The algorithm is also capable of giving the lower and upper bounds for the function values of points inside the result set X res , which bounds may be much tighter than [f * , f ε ]. The presented algorithm was also applied to a real life engineering design [0.0000531, 0.0223600] problem to construct manufacturing tolerances for an optimal design of composite materials [17] that motivated our study. The numerical experiences on this composite laminate design problem will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
